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=ntroduction
_,der this contract we have searched for magnetic monopoles in
%
!3._ kE_s. of lunar material returnel bv Apollo II, 12 and lq missions.
The search was done with a detector built under this contract _hich is
capable of detecting any single monoDole of any charye equal to or larfer
than the minimum value compatible with Dirac's theory. The detector has
been described in a separate publication and that repor_ is enclosed in
this final report as Appendix A.
Two experiments were performed, each one with different lunar
matel,ial. In each experiment _he lunar material was divided into several
measurement samples, Table I and II give the NASA identification number [_
and the weight of the constituent(s) of each sample for experiments I
and II respectively.
No ,_nopole was found, that is, the magnetic charge of each
sample was consistent with zero. From that result, one concludes that
the flt:x 6f monopoles in space is iess than 10 -18 -2 -icm sec and that the
2
cross section for pair production by proton collision is less than lO-_Icm
if the mass of the monopoles is less than about I0 bev/c 2. J
A detailed account of the results of this work concerni,,g the
Apollo iI search has been reported and is enclosed with this final report
. as Appendix B. In that publication, the justification o@ the lunar search
is given, the relationship of this search to other monopole searches is
discussed, and the implications of the negatlve result are spelled out.
%
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TABLE [
Apollo ii Samples Used in Experiment I
Sample NASA
Number Identification Weight (gPams), |L J r
1 10002,94 298.0
2 10002,87 285.0
3 10002,86 286.8
10002,92 293.2
5 I0002,93 286.2
(, 10002,89 300.6
7 100,92,90 261.5
10022,1 -
10023,1
i002_,3
9 10002,88 312.5 ;_
lO 10002,85 325.8
Ii i0002,9i 300.W
• 12 I0002,96 304.8
13 10002,95 325.8
14 10002,97 288.8
iS 10002,167 303.0
16 10002,106 296.5
-- 17 ]0002,108 29_I.0
18 10002,109 319.0 '
19 10002 ,A 301.5
20 I0002,7A 30_.5
21 10002,7B 298.5
: 22 10002,4B 318.0
23 10002 _4C 297.5
• 24 I0002,5C - :
"' 10002,4A ,-
356_.0
25 10002,8B 272.0
26 10002 oSA 312.0
27 10002,5B 316.5
28 10002 _dA 296.5
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T.ABLE I!
Apollo 14 Samples Used in Experiment II
S_mple NASA
E
_umber Identification Weight(KTams)
1 14163.0 259.4
2 14163.0 230.9
• 3 14163.0 299.5
;_ 4 iq163,0 142.9
5 14163.0 268.2
6 14163.0 269.6
7 14163.0 223.8
: 8 14163.0 259.2
9 14259.0 198.5
i0 14259.0 215.1
Ii 14259.0 199.0
12 14259.0 224.6 •
13 14163.0 250.6
14 14003.15 301.0 %_
15 14163.0 206.5
16 14259.0 198.1
17 14163.0 288.0
• 18 14259.8 301.5
19 14!63.1 286.4
20 14163.1 34.3
21 i_259.0 _07.3
22 14163.0 243,6
' 23 14163.0 232.3
24 Iq321.60 261.0
25 14259.0 196.1
• ." 25 14003.16 301.0
27 14259.0 192.5
28 14321.61 i0".0
" 2g 14163.0 2q3.0
30 14163.0 238.8
•
31 14163.0 263.2
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TABLE II (continued)
Apollo II Samples Used in Experiment _I
.- Sample N_A
• Number Identification Weight (grams)
.r 32 10072.19 _0.26
!0017.7_ 107.52
10021.36 29,98
10061.2 32.89
10017.81 98.98
10085.105 26.13
337.76
33 i0015,31 29.66
10058.,3 173.20
10085.101 26.03
I0061._8 27.00
I00_.15 39.74
10082.1 q9.13
3_ 10057 35.50
I001_5.18 21.02
10002.22 _6.05
: 10059.1 53.96
10100.2 22.98
' 10020.16 128.65
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TABLE ii (continued)
Apollo 12 Samples Used in Experiment II
Sample _ASA
ll_mber Identification Weight (_a_s)| .i i,
35 12065.89 49.82
12001.98 32.90
12079.i0 168.14
12021.151 .C_
12021.152 7.32
12021.153 1.70
12021.159 .01
12033.1B 7.60
12055.0 58.35
36 12021.75 3.40
12033.1D 3.50
12035.1 42.75
12021.123 106.21
12001.3 85.54 'y
120_.O 70.11
12021.107 2.89
12077.0 21.25
37 12021.158 .80
17033. II" In. 13
12037._ 36.36
1372 239.55
¢
38 12032.1 26.62
12021.110 4.04
1203_.38 21.83
12035.7 21.61
39 12021.113 2.3q
12053.74 35.76
12002.179 42._0
12051.21 26.22
12022.108 31.94 ;
12021.100 2.46
1373 C 235.10
i
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TABLE II (continued)
Apollo 12 Samples Used in E_eriment I]
Sa_le NASA
Nu_er Identification Weight (_ams)i : J
_0 12063.7, _1.32
12021.128 3.50
12021.76 2.1W
12076.J; 28.80
12033.1A 2.W2
12042.1_ 57,70
1202_.7_ 3.92
1313 A 239.35
_I 12021.i01 3.91
12033.3 23.00
12070.150 181.16
12033.2 22._0
1206_.q4 22,55
12060.0 22.18
12021.117 2.65 ,_
_2 12021,96 9.92
12021,127 W.OI
12020._15 ' 25.1_
12038.76 36.W3
12079.165 39.95
12070.138 156.h0
12079.2 78.35
43 12070,150 150.00
12008.2 30,30
12065.55 _0.61
12022.91 88.82
12002.92 36._0 i
12002.183 26.33
12021.131 2.12 i
q_ 12002.25 77.92
12021,15 23.75
12022.103 _I.II '
1373 B 227.08
12018.65 2k.88
12063.118 27.06
12021,I19 3._0
|
i
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TABLE II (continued)
Apollo 12 Samples Used in Experiment ZI
Sample NASA
Number Identiflcatlon.. Weight (_rams)
a5 12021.115 1.83
12003.29 46.28
12021.54 29.96
12091.121 2.40
; 12051.63 28.78
12021.35 2.77
_377 32.57
46 12021.64 39.58
• .j
q
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A Magnetic Monopole Detector Utilizing Superconducting _lements*
LuIs W. ALVAaEZ,_JAURIL10AN'rUNA, JR., ROSCOEA. BYRNS, PHILIPPE H. E,ERRXVJ_,ROBBaT E. GllJdg_, _ r
I,_t;oNH. HoYEI_, RONAU_R. Ross, HANS H. STELLRECHT, JOHN D. TxYwa, aND ROBERTD. W^'r'rt
g
Laacence Radialion Laboralary, Uaitcrsily of California, 8erkdey, California 94720 ._,
(Received 6 July 1970; a,ld in final form, 13 November 1970) / ,
An electromagaetic detector has been built to extend the search for magnetic moaopoles to the lunar sample
returned during the Apollo missions. It is sensitive to the minimum magnetic charge allowed by Dirac's theory _.
and permits analysis of a sample without changing any of its properties. The apparatus co_ists of a supercon-
ducting niobium sensing coil with a core at room temperature, shorted by a supercanducting mechanical switch
.,_d protected against the effects of variable ambient magnetic field by an adequate shield made of superconducting
lead, Characteristic features, performance, and sample containers are described.
" INTRODUCTION Since .1/a_--137,this eqt,ation says that the -'alue of the *
._: r'I_HIS is the descriptionof a detector tor n_agnetic smallest magnetic charge (measuredin cgs emtt) is about
; ,L monopoleswhich utilizes only the electromagnetic 68.5 times the electroncharge (measuredin cgs esu). '_
'_" properties of those particles and does not rely on their The e.'dstenceof magnetic monopoles would give ere-
=; ionizing properties. Monopolesare particles that would dence to theonlyknownexplanationfor theextraordinarily
_, interact with a magnetic field just as electric charges precise phenomenonof electricchargequantization._Ac-
- interact with an electricfield That is, they would act as cordingto a recent theory,s the mostfundamentalpat;icle,
'- a .sourcefor the magnetic field and would be accelerated the building block of the unieerse, would have both a
:_; by it, The), would be stable and have a magnetic charge magnetic and an ele,:triccharge.
g given by Searchesat high energyacceleratorshave not produced
monopolesby bombardingmatter withprotonsof energies
, gffiJ'go, (l) as high as 70 GeV,_even thoughtheseexperimentsshould
where, accordingto Dirac's theory,_ _ is an integer and have produced them if productioncross sectionswere as
go is the minimum value for a magnetic charge. In the low as 2Xltr_t cm_. The only source of protons with
Gaussiansystem of units, appreciabh'higherenergies is the primarycosmicradia-
tion, with its power law spectrumextending up to l(Y_
_hc el
go...... . (2_ (;eV. Other experiments_,s searchinglarge quantities of
2 d 2a matterhavenot ,,lisa'overeda singlemonopoleeven though
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it was reasonable to assume that n:onopoles produced by current supply Amohhe¢ Scol_e
Lunar matter has been expomd to the primary cosmic c - sw, ch
ray flux tor a very long time, and so might contain menu- SVh',_ll_t--__f""II-- _J_"J---: "
poles, either created by interaction of cosmic ray protons Aultltioty coil.___--Z--_ _ _Sensiflq coil
with nucleons, or as .'t trapped component of the primary
//-- i-_ _ .... ,
cosmic radiation. Therefore, it seemed worthwhile to t
search for monopoles in the lunar samples brought back _ /
by the Apollo mission, and a proposal was submitted to
l:to. 2. Sketch of monopole detector and electroniccircuits.
NASA in 1966: Acceptance was subject to several con-
straints on the handling of the precious hmar sample. In
particular, NASA specified that the material A known current is introduced in the circuit, the
sample is circulated A: times, and then the current is
(,t) remain in vacuum, measured. From the current change AI the sampte mag-
(b) remain at normal temperattare, netic charge can be determined. It
(c) maintain its physical integrity (no cuttingor melting In otlr eqaipment, a superconducting switch is con-
c_ the rocks), nected in parallel with a superconducting sensing coil
• - (d) be linlited in acceleration to prevent damage, and (Fig. 2). When the sample is being run the switch is
(e) never be expend to magnetic fields much greater closed; hence the coil is shorted so that circuit is the loop
than the earth's field, of Fig. 1. The current is measured from the voltage pulse
Moreover, any detector used had to be sensitive to a generated across the coil by opening the switch. The pulse
is transferred outside the cryostat, amplified, and finallyfraction of the charge go to insure that noise wotdd be no
recorded on an oscilloscope.problem of any importance even when detecting a menu-
pole of minimum charge. Reliabilit3' was imperative be-
cause of the schedule imposed b.v operating in the l.unar EQUIPMENT AT LOW TEMPERATURE ,i't-
Receiving ].aboratot:.s The detector has three independent circuits, each con-
sisting of a sensing coil, a switch, a'_d a .,a.t of shielded
• DETECTION PRINCIPLE cables leading out of the cryostat. For the operation, onl._
In our equipmenl the pt'emnce of a nlolloJ_)Je wouhl be one circuit is nece_tr.v. The other circuit:" are provided
detected by the magnetic charge that it wouh[ confer to for reliability.
the whole sample. There wouM he a Ilux cmilh,d by the l'.'ach sensing coil is ntade of 1200 turns of 0.31 nun
i sample equal to niobium wire and has a _lf-inductanct: of 78 mH. To
, '-.. induce a small reference flux in the sensing coil, an attxil- :
,l,=47rg,=M,0, (3) iary coil fed by a current suppb is provided (Fig. Z). It
where 4,0=4M10 --TG.cm t and u is the integer o| Eq. (1). has four turns of copper wire and a mutual inductance of
]f such a sample were passed through a coil (Fig. 1), 204 vH with each sensing coil.
• " it would induce an electr(motive force associated with the The superconducting switch, shown in Fig. 3, has a
.' change of flux in the electric circuit.' If the coil is part of movable cone that can bc brought in contact with both
it closed supercond,wting circuit carrying a current 1, tire temlinals of the switch at the same tinte. Supereonduc-
". net effect will be a change of 1, t° tivity is provided b) coating all parts with 60 Pb-40 Sn
:', solder. The movable cone is attached by means of a rod
..'" i AI-A;nv4,o/L, (4) to a pneuntatic cylinder operated at room temperature.
• .,I whc, e AI is the change in currenl I, A" Ihe numlx.r of Contact pressure attd closing and opening speeds are
.i passes of the .,;ample, _ the numlx.r oI turns in the coil, varied I)3' regulating gas pressures. The switch is operated
,_ and L the self-inductance of the coil. rentotdy by ;_ soh,noid valve which controls the gas clew
, to the cylinder. Its respon_ is sharp, with reslstancf'
' going from e,ero to inlinity in k.,ss than I(10 _ec. u
: ' _ c..,n,l The or.reseat is shown in Fig. 4. The superconducting
i. _,_. m;.._ -,- -_- - _., elements are i,m,ler._l in liquid heliunt. The liquid helium: x container and liquhl nitrogen heat shields are placed insideX
I coi, # :tvacuunt chamber. The vacuunt cilttmber istraversed byi /
"- -' a ,ube of 86 mm inner diameter where sample container_
'_, Flo. 1. Supercoaductlng loop used for detection, are transported at room temperature and pressure through ,
#
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'"'"_ and 4, consists of a _uperconducting sheet of lead sur.
: r""-_',__'--_i rounding the coil area and extending as a smaU cylinder
.... ,,., -P .......... ,......... for four diameters in both directions away from the coil.
It reduce" the effect of external field changes in an)"
directioh o_"more than a factor of 1(16,while it attenuates
r.,_,_,?,.:...... the signal expect_..l due to passage of a monopole by
.x,
, s..................... about 20% from the value predicted bv Eq. (4). Becaust.tf,sp,_)
of the _izc of the shielding inside the hehum container,
L. over-all dimensions of the cryostat are 1.8 m lon_ tin the
t._,x_.......... lq_.. 3. Supercon- direction of coil axis), 1.2 m wide, and 2.1 m tall.
ducti,g _witeh.
t._,,',...... , ' ' AMPLIFIER
- I 'm_ed fats40 rOD,,,,
,........ t.......... • The _o;tagc pulse generated when the switch is opened ........, has a time integra propo tional to the sell- nductance of
'_ " .................. the sensing coil and tht. current I in the loop. The response '
of the amplifier of ::ig. 2 to such a voltage pulse has a
shape like each of the three signals of Fig. 5. The difference
"_-/_: in height between, the maximum and the mininmm, the} peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal, is proportional to :
the time integral of the i_q_ut pulse and is rather insensi-
tive to small variations in its shape. In addition the signal
|1 i •
.no sensmg coils. This tube and the corresponding coaxial anaplitude remains measurable for wide variation it, trig-
tube in the liquid helium container a_e made of fiberglass- goring level of the 'scope.
epox:.' laminate to limit eddy currents when the switch The amplifier output shape is produced by the circuit :
is being opened. One hundred thirty layers _f 6, alumin- of Fig. 6. The circuit consists of an operational amplifier,
i_d Mylar are used between the tutus to reduce heat a differentiating RC circuit as the input intpedance, an
loss. Total cryostat thermal loss is 4.2 W (6 liters of integrating RC circuit of the same time constant to close
liquid helium per hour), the feedback loop, and an additiomd integrator with the
To guard against false signals induced by ;tr_y change in _me time copstant on the output. To maximize -the
the ambient magnetic field, it i:, necessary to apply an signal-to-noise ratio, the time constant is _t as short ;is
effective magnetic shield. This shield, shown in Figs. 2 Imssil)le co,tsistent with variation in switch Olx.ning lilnt.s.
Parameters of the ;tntplifier were varied in order to
_oo..,,, ................. _.. .. optimize the time constant anti the input impedance. In
"_''_'_ .,_ 4_,,,;,,_.,,,, addition, the input capacitor prevents thermoelectric
_L)L effects front generating uncontrolled currents in the sensing
,, _LO i ' circuit. Best performances were obtained by using an
-_e ' *_ L_L-L additional feature not shown on Fig. 2, a 1:6 transfornter t
| W'z"_ ', before the amplifier' and a capacitor in series with tbe
r q f
. ,_,j;_ .......... ____ _'I primary."
. ._. .... . _ _ The detector sensitivity is measured by plac;.ng a long
_-_"°°' ....... ,%1 .. ralibrated solenoid through the detecting coil with the ,
IT _ul*¢tol_l_hn_ I iWl l, ,• _oo,.,..,o,,,..,.,,,_ T_.m.t*:I. t'hanltes equivalent to one pass of a nmgnettcta,_._ _r'_ * , _ "*'_' _"'"° chargeg, through the detector.
v,._ .,,, P-L.'JN' "I___Z! "_" "" _ (1) Flux per turn ot'the coil=O,= 4.04X 10"r G.cm s ;
: III!L ............"'" .,.,×,,,-,G.e,,,, -.
t_mm,_ _,, _(_ ..,. ..... .._.%_,. (3) Current !n sensing coil- $4 pA
_2 , ;F) Magnetic fi,'ldUkmg the -xis u.ntlin the
t:.--..m_. . n _ center of _nsing coil= '1.4nG
"__.'L"_ '", "_ " ____;...,, _ i ...... dda" (6) Magnelic (llla.:ealong the axis atld ill the
' • " '. ',.,X,O",.,,,,
"r,'_":":_";'::'_:"'":: :"':'"'":-'_" :'"'"t ' (AI)_
" - . . (1) I. .... _Xltr'eV
; 2
Flo. 4. Cryo,ttt andt_t i_tam ..... "' - _'• ......... _ -, "" .----------
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ends protruding well beyond the shielding. Turning on a c_
current in the solenoid simulates the passage of a known l.'to. 6. Sketch of ,F.-._'_R_,2__
amplifiercircuit.The __ imagnetic charge along a p:dh represented, by the solenoid, circuitsR1C,,RzC_, ,_pu. ¢' _' L %
The relation between magnetic charge and signal on the and R_C, have the _--_-._- "_:" --_ ou,p_,
'scope is therefore established for a single pass. Table I sametimeconstant. ".......... I-- "/> c[_"-* )
lists quantitative changes in variables which all evoke _-
the _me system response, the current supply is tttrned off, a signal is recorded on
SAMPLE CONTAINER AND TRANSPORT SYSTEM the oscilloscope. It is called the reference signal (No. 1 in _
Fig. 5). It represent:; a change of flux equivalent to
The sample container, show:, in Fig. 7, is designed to circulating a monopole of charge 1(]00 go one time or of
maintain the samrle in vacuum. The container dianteter charg_ go a number of times No=1000. Its amplitude _
_, is _T.aximized consistent with the size of the tube that should be of slandard size. Then a test of the switch,
traverses the cryostat in order to process as much material coil, and vibration effects is performed by turning the " i
as po-.,3ible.The sample transport system is shown in Fig. current on again, closing the superconducting switch, z..nd
".., 4. A three-wheeled (rubber tired) cart connected to a then turning the current.supply off so that a standard
•. 0.36 mm Mylar belt carries the sample container around current is stored in the superconducting loop. The sample
_: tb. loop. The belt is driven by a crowned rubber-faced is circulated a few times and stopped outsi,le the shielding.
46 cm d/am pulley set, coupled to a _'arispeed electric The switch is opened and the resulting signal stored on
' motor. Spc-.ds of about 3 m/see are av._ilable, but the the '_cope. Th':s sigr,al we call the short 5tore signal
:qASA-imposed lunar sample acceleration limit of 1 g (No. 2 in Fig. 5). It should also he -r the standard size.
reduced the operating velocity tn 1.5 m/see, correspond- Finally, we repeat the opera ions used in getting the
i,_g Loa period of about 4 sec for 1 revolution, short-store signal but this time circulating the sample a
The track and drlve assembly were designed to isolate large number of times. Nffi40,1. This is the measurement
the sensing coils &_much as possible from vibrations that signal (No. 3 in Fig. 5).
might result in a displacement of the coil with respect to The magnetic charge g of the sample is determined front
the lead shield. This would cause flux variations and the difference between the amplitude V of the measure- _]_
. hence current changes in the sensing coil because 0f the ment signal and the standard amplitude |"0 determined
inhomogeneous field trapped by the lead. To further from an average of many reference signals,
minimize this effect, a system of coils around the cryostat.
reduced the magnetic field in the sensing region to a few gffi[:(V-Vo)/Vo'J(No/N)go. (5) _ .
" milligauss while the assembly was cooled to liquid helium Because a zeromagnetic charge produces a standard i
.. temperatt, re and the lead became superconducting.' signal, the proper operation of the equipment is tested
: even when samples without monopoles are run. A change
OPERATION in signal size indicates the presence of a monopole or a
' ' _ After cooldown, the sersing circuP is checked for super- malfunction of the equipment. When this happens, the
• ' conductivity, i.e., its ability to conserve the current for equipment is.checked and the sample rerun, The presence
._ a long time. Its resistance has to be less than I0:s fl and of a monolmle would be revealed b)- reproducible"inca- I
consisten', with zero, and the switch, when opened, should surement signals V different from V0, identical at each
" produce signals of proper shape and height before the ]'.
... circuit is considered _tisfactory. Then, sample analysis
' :!.:I_. A satnpl_ is loaded into the container, which is then ozo,,,,,,,,_ ,,,,,,m. _._._
" .:./;_ attached to the transport system. The electronics is then _ _ _ --:_,,,_,, ...... , ,Sealdetail
' "I tested by use of the auxiliary coil and a current s,:pply ,,,,,:
'.' '_' shown in Fig. 2. With the superconducting switch open, a,,,,_
') i
=': _'_]I .... , }_l(|tfl_ _¢.,eW,,,,,, _ ..
i .qMerencesignsl,2--short.store T 'slw_l.3--mtasurementsiltnal.
,It,,Isthe,amplitudeof the met. V t,_-_ - /.,
.j tt_',_oqt |t_lg], , "z=." t ,m, , 2L ,: I'G'mm-'-''-" _;_?mm_
! _a. 7.,_mple¢mRainer. - ' _[l
t.
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run, when the' equipment is found to be functioning ,ound to be consistent with zero and inconsistenl with go ,_
properly. The signals of Fig. 5 i;dicate no mvgnetic or any larger charge. From this experimeat upper limits
charge m a sample, for the productio;l cross sectiop and flu:: of monopoles :
: in cosmic rays were infcrredY- !
: PERFORMANCE
A CKN0"gLEDG MENTS
: When a sample is passed through the detector .V times
: . the measurement er-or 6g of the magnetic charge is ["or help with tl'e design, construction, vnd test operalion, ;
we are indebted t_ G. Eckman, I., Foley, }I. Hagop!an, J. i
_' • /_g= (o,/N)g0, (6) Laker, W. Lawton, .I. Remenari _ l, R. Rinta, M. Saar, loo.h i
:; where G, is the 1-standard-deviation uncertainty of the . and S. Yee. V;c Lratefully ackr, owledge the help we have .. _ :..
measurement signals, expressed in term.s of the number of received fl,m3 the stalt of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory.. _V:-:':- .,.
):; passes of the charge go that would produce the same
;.'; deviation. " *Work done under' auspices'of the U, S. Atomic Energy"Corn= :-:? "':- _ - ",_'_2_?
' :':_ The ,-eferencc signals have a l-standard deviation spread ' "/ ":-" :% :mission and of the ,X,ationai Aeronautics ,rod Spaz_. Administration: .., _- :'_ (_:._._£'_Kq_!!
.;_ equivalent ".o 25 pas_es. This can be explained by the ;Stanford Lira.atAccelerator (.enter, Stanford, Cat.if. _'" _._.;?':"-';.-%:_Z;'_:::_'_i:'
:,-._.,n_ noise of the operatior, M "amplifier. Referring to Talqe 1, 'I' A. M. I,irxr, Proc. Roy. 5oc. (London) A133, 60 (19311i P, '. / ," -/ : _: ;i"[Lii.
._ we see this is equivalent to a,field change of 6Xlfi -s G, or Di¢._..,j.Phy.,.Rev. 71, 817 (B.;8). -- - . .;:'- " _:*_ ." ,/_Fraser, E. I,_.Carlsnr and V. W. tiughes, Bull. Amer Phv'._ _" . ,.,-'.&_Z.:
"'?[, " -- a current chaoge of 1.4 nA in the sensing coil. The energy Soc_:13,60:_ (19:_; (paper E 17); J. G. glng, Pin,s. Rev. l,ett."5, |._"...__,,.:&.,<d %
aa._ociated with 1.4 nA in a 78 mH ,:oil is about 0.5 eV. 56_j_.t9_)., . I'lu,s. J-,cv..1"41 1087 _1066); Science 16,_, 757 _ .-i"'.,.
_ Th,' [-standard-devi-ation spread of both the short-store (1969)? hwinger' " , f_--Y_>
and measurement _ignals is equivalent ,, 45 passes, The 41. I. Gure_ich, S. Kh. Khal:imov, %;.P. Marlemianox, _,. P. ' ti.:;" - "• Mish_kova, V. V. Ogurtze,v, nd V. G. Tar;tsenkov, Phys.:Lett. -' " -JL.";--.
q _
increase in spread of these signals over the reference 3111,394 (1970). ' *-_ _);;:_:*_!N_" _For a systematic revit:w of experLmental searches for Dirac i-'
' sigt.als is attributed to additional noise owing to switch monopoles up to 1968, v e refer the reader to E. Amaldi, "O:, the
Dirac Magnetic !%te%" iu Old and Ne_¢ Problems in Elementary :opening*and inherent variations in the mechanical position . :: . ,_
Pa,tide" edited hv G. Puppi (headem;c, New York, 19&_),p. 20. -., ," _ _d_:
of the detecting coil. Because this noise figure is the same Three more recent searche_are reportersin Rely. 4 and 6. - .
"i [or both sho_t-qole" and' measurement signals, it shows ' R. L. l:lei:-cher, H. R. Hart, I. S. htcol,s, P. B. Price, W. M. - _ff!_Schwarz, and 1". Aumentr, l'hvs. Re(. 181, I,%3 (196o); R, I.. "' "
"_ that the an: "taint 3' i, the measurentent of the magnetic Fleischer, I'. B Price, and R. "[_.Woods, iLid. p, 1398. _,
_ passes N, as in Eq. (6,. For N=lt)O and ,=45, as in the '_'['i'h',: _,:r'_.::v', ,',',:'l',:i;,::'"_':_)_"_":t_',(?.['[?r:i "[_;,;';:"),1£c_"" " - '• , | t1".
:_ eperation with the lunar sample, the .uneertfinty of the ,craft ('enter in ltoustou, "l'e._as,ts where t,t,:ar sam _les_,erereturm',l . . ,_, 'Q; .
meast:remcnt is 0.11 go, from Eq. (6). and had to he studied pr or to their thstrlbution t ]roughout thr ' _ .... . :.
iii wt,rld. " -
The equipment was i,stalted in the l,unar Receiving _1,. W. Mvarez, Phys. Note No. 470, _963, u,tpubliahed. . i ,., '
_"1'. Eberhard, Phys.Not¢ No, 50,6,1964, u,pab!ished. , . : _."',.
Laboratory of the Manned Spacecraft (:enter :n Houston, .. , it l"urther detail,,'are Rivenin the appendices of the paper (L_wrenee
Texas. Twenty-eight samples of lunar material of a total " Radiatio_ 1,0b, ral,_ryRel,ort UCRL.ig7._6, April,191,0)from whii:h .
weight of 8.4 kg were examined there during August i969. this rep,,rt's taken. " ...,..o " }a L; Alcaeez, P. Eberhard, R. Ross. and R, Watt, Science167, 70t " ".i_ _ :'_
: The magnetic charge of all samples was measured and: (1970).
," - . ' ,,, ; ,- , ''" ;./' , . :
• " _ _ - " .' , , ,"'::. ' " ' <"" " |:':';:'.fr:("
• . . . 'r:,-,;,o_ . ,'r ".¢,_ _i'_'d _"
, , ,. , ,, ".;._...._ .;._;., ._,_-.._:
" - _,,,: .... '.'" : i' "".."_...._.'r _It;:
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Search for Magnetic Monopoles in Lunar Material*
Philippe H. Eberhxrd, Ron21d R. Ros_:, and Lui_ W. Ah'arez
Lalrre_.ce Rcdia:i_m La_or_o_, U,dt,er_i!y of Califo_6a. Berkeley, Califc_a 94720
and
Robert D. Watt
._lanfcr£ L_near Accelerator Center, St:_ford. C_i[o_ia 94305 ,_
_ReeeP,';d 6 July 1971)
A search for matrne_t._ _lee 'n l_-sar materlFd has been performed by the electromag-
netic measurement, of the malgnetlc .:.bargeof samples. ALlmeasurements were found cos.sis-
tent with zero ch,trge for all s_olfs _._dL-_consistentw/th cny other val:_e allowed by the
I)/r-_c thcor3". Upper ]lrr_m _re determined for the mo_ole flrx in cc_ndc radiat/on and for
the p_/r-_:_:- .qc.-oes secUou In proton-nucleon colIlslons.
i. I_TRODU(.WION interactions for which reliable predictions can be
computed when the coupling constant is as large
An electromagnetic monopole detector has been as the one exacted for magnetic monopoles.
used t,_ measure t;,e magnetic charge of samples In Sec. U we describe the basic properties of the ¢
of ius..ar material returned by the Apollo 11 mis- monopoie, and in Sec. HI we discuss some expert-
sion. The null result a,-tda_preliminary interpre- ment_I consequences based on them. In Sec. IV we
ration have been reported, t This paper gives a describe our meascrements of the magnetic charge
more t'omplete analysis of the experiment, of 28 samples of lunar matermh Interpretation of
The d_acovery of magnetic monopoles would have our negative result in terms of limits for the cos-
far-reachi,-q, consequences. Their exL_tence has mic-ray flux and the prc.duetion cross sections _.
been invoked in the .explanation of the phenomenon depet_Ls on the hl_to_y of the lunar surface, for
_ of electric charge quantization, z. = a phenomenon which reasorsable hypotheses are advanced; that ,_
which has been verified to the limit of experimen- history justifies the search for monopoles in *he
tal accuracy.' According to a recent theory, s the lunar material. These hypotheses cannot be par-
elementary particles s,-_uld be shade ol electrical- alleled to the properties assumed for the detection
ly charged monopoles, I.e, particles having both technique. They are described and used to inter- _
an electrl_ and a ma4_etic charge. ; re_ our data in Sees. V, VI, and VII. Some rosa-
All sem'cheo for monopoles rely on some physJ- surements pextormed on dtfferen_ material with
cal properti_r attributed to those pertieles. The the same equipment and the limit we have obtained
failure to discover them in a given experiment for _e monopole density in ordinary matter are
calls foz careful documentation of the monopole reported in See. vm. Some remarks a0,_ut the e
properties that were astor:ned and for an a_sees- p.-esent experimental situation are siren in Sees, _
merit of their likelihood. /. 'legatistie" point of IX and X.
view may be appropriate to judge the proofs of V.. BASICPROIqERTIESOF MONOPOLES "i
absence of monopolea in such an e.,cporime_t, All _
the properUec assumed in our detection technique In clas_ic._l electrodyna_ice, a magnetic mono-
.t
stem from lon_-ranse interacUone, i.e., the only pole is a particle that possesses a mags_tlc charge i_
• -7
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+_
_, __.e.. a source 9f a fi'_c of magnetic induction 13, E ec,r c fie.a
where S i_ a surlace b-arroundlr.; the mnnopole an¢3 : L
d._ an element o._ chat sur,'ace, and all q_antit-2es ,i _ Moao_'e Oath
are measured in Gaus_an uni:s. If a menoL_ole is _J :f,o.r:h po_e)h; modut_, it generztes an electric field E around
its pat_. -n a way similar to tlm: in which an elec-
Uric charge generates a magnetic field (see Fig. 1), FI,;. i. Elector field surro'anding the path
ef a movfng mrmopole.
j,, (2)
c Sr c coupling constant to the electromagnetic field
_'_.ore .,, is the current density of magnetic char- ,gould be much stronger *-hanthe strong-interaction
_es. F:o:a Eqs. ,I) a,-ui (2_ one can derive a con- coupling const_.nt. It follows that computations of
tino_ty equatm_ ._.- magnetic current de_sity, short-range itReraction$ wii'_ be at least as unto-
Therefore, just a. electric charge is conserved, liable fur monopoles as they are for hadrons.
maL.-,n._tic =harge is c_nser;_¢l, so a monopole can- However, monopoles have long-range interactions
r_'_td..cay into magnetic_tly neatr21 particles Gr.ly. d.:e to the electromagnetic field. For them, the
corractions to the 1 'r Born approximation vary as!: mo:_,i--.les exigt, _e:-e must be at l_st one
Kind of them _ha: is stable, l/r _ and, for large enough r, should be negligi-
V,_en the g_n,:ral principles of qaantum theory ble. to For large r the first approximation is re-
are brought i_to the picture, a study of the scat- liable, and the properties derived from it are very
terin_ of mt elecLrou Ly a magnetically charged well established.
particle, even at Iarg_ distances, shows" Umt the
• magnetic charge mu6t be. quantized if the basic !!1. EXPERIM_qFIALCONSEQUENCES
principles on which quantum mechanics is founded A. Induction in • Coil
are to be retained:
Using long-range interactions only, one can de-
g = t,&_, (3) duce the property used in our detectmn technique.
where v is an integer and go i-; the unit of quanhza- If a monopole travels along the axis of a coil (as
tion. It,. the Gaussiau _-stem of units in F_g. 2} it will induce an electric field that will
coatribute to the ,qectromotive force in the coil, at
ehc • 1
where _ =_-tT is the fine-structure constant and • where n is the number of turns of the coil and
is the electron charge. "l_erefcre, go, in emu, is dN/dt is the number of monopoles of charge g
about 6_._ ti_es the valu.: of e in esu, a condition passing per unit of time; F is the flux of B in the
originally derived by Dirac* and referred to as the coil.
Firac quantisation condition. If the ¢o_I is a supercouducttng coil aborted by a
Other theories s, _ have been hypothesized which superconducting switch, 8 is forced to be zero.
require that Eq. (3) be valid but that v in Eq. (3) be The flux _"is increased at each pass of the mono- ',.
a multiple of 2 or 4. References to possible viola- pole by the value AFt (Ref. 12):
ttons of t_4. (3) can be found in the literature, _ and -A_',_-n4_g. (6) . x
searches for such v_olatione have been made.*,'
But the demonstraqon that yields (3) and (4) is the
same as the one that quantizes electric charge: Switch {
therefore, only ff monopoles satisfy (3) can they _-"--I_-"\ '_
be invoked in the explanation of electric charge So,note if Current I
quantizatlon we have referred to. po_ "t>.-- .,,......-_ .,.. .V,'e assume quantisation of magnett _- charge ac- / \
coring to _klS. (3) and (4) as a basic property of / C._il I
the monopoles we are looking for, except when \ /
explicitly mentioned otherwise. -- ...... ._
The minimum nonzero magnetic charge it, go. FIG. 2.._,rnple path through the $upereonduottv41loop
Ev0n ff a monopole had the mininmm charge, its used for magn¢_tc-.charge measuremont.
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ff one arranges to have a sample containing charge where v is the constlnt appearing in Eq. (3). To
g make N, passes a|o,lg the path of Fig. 2 and the take the uncomputable effects into account, we
total change, AT. is measured, the .magnetic introduce a new constant N defined by
charge of the sample can be determined fr-,m : -dE/dx'/,_
,,¢2.__. (9)
-AF, -AF (7) I0CeV cm_/g "
£-- -4"_--_= 4..m,'_ " N is defined for :1 given monopole of a given en-
B.BmdinlgtoFerromagneticC_als er_."E in_uch a way thatEq. (9)issatisfiedfor
_,-dE/dx),theaverage ofthe energy lossover the
• Of cours(, the above technique detects mono- entire range R of the particle. Therefore,
poles that are attached to the sample analyzed,
i.e.. hhat are bound to it. R(g/cm") -- E {GeV______) (10)
Once a magnetic monopole is i.,'.the neighborhood NZl0
of a =erromagnetic c-ysta!, it will be attracted b-y N is an effective charge, that of a monopole that
its image charge in the crysL'_i. One can sh_w that
would have an energy loss by ionization equal to
the binding eneri,_y in the ferromagnetic material the 4-dE/dx)_,] of th_ monopole considered. N
is greater than =30 eV by using the classical laws
for interaction at distances greater than 1000 _,. does not have to be an integer, but the real energyloss must be at least equal to the energy loss by
A mop.opolecan escapea magnetic trapformed of ionization.Therefore,
ferrvmagneticmaterialonlyffexposedtoa very
strongmagneticfieId.'3Of course, itisprobable Nz v. (11)
thatmonopoles would be tightlybound toatoms or
to nuclei with a magnetic moment, =+'z_ but, in Iv. THE MEASUR_ENTOF MAGNETICCHARGE _
ferromagnetic material, the biading is established
with mere certainty because it depends only on A Technique
long-range interactions. The presence of ferro- Ouz aetector has been described eisewhereJ + It
magr_eticmateriatina sample would insuretrap- isessentiallya supercond:ctingcoilshortedby a
pingofthe monopoles thatwould have been ther- superconductingswitchas shown in Fig.2. The
malized init,even ifallotherbindingmechanisms sample isattachedtoa cart moving alonga closed
did fail.z: That isthe case ofthe lunarsample._e paththattraversesthe coilina tunnelatroom
temperat,Jre, so thatthe sample need notbe cooled
C.F.ae_yLoss below ambient temperature. A superconducting
shieldprotectsthe coilagainstinductionofcar-
Monopoles are bound toloseenergyby energy rentdue to changes intheambient magnetic field.
transfer to atoms of the material t_hey traverse. In order to run the equipment w_th samples not
Unless pathological characteristics are attributed
containing a monopole and still have obserwaole
; to monopoles (like a zero mass, for instance), 7 results, a measur._ble current, _:, is stored be- :
they will, because of this energy, loss, slow down fore the sample is run, This current is generated
and be thermaUzed if there is no magnetic field by feeding a current into an auxiliary coil while
to accelerate them. However, the rate of energy the superconductiong switch is open, closing the
_- loss and therefore the range depend on different
procese_, 5sine oi thew, the nuclear interactions supe.rconducting swRch, and then de-energizingthe auxiliary coil. Next, the sample is circulated
. for instance, involve short-range interactions and 400 times throagh the coil. Finally, the switch is
therefore cannot be predicted, opened and the signal resulting from opening the
_ Energy loss by ionization 1,_. however, well un- switch is recorded. A magnetically neutral sam-
": derstood. When qua_.tum et:_ _; .re taken into
account, L7one finds that the process involves at- pie gives a standard signal whose ampUtude would xbe exactlythevalueexpectedfor thecurrentio
ores at distances up to more than 1000 _ from the ff it were not for the noise in the electronics. This
"_ path of the monopole. Therefore, computation of method of operatioh provides a test of the appara-
ionizationeffects may be considered as trustworthy
even for large coupling constants. Moreover, it tus auring each measurement even when tm mono-
: can be checked by studying the energy loss of high- pole is detected. ::The magnetic charge of a sample Is proportional '._
Z nuclei. Such computation for monopoles pre- to the difference between the amplib_de of the sig- _
diets an energy loss rather uniform as a function Pal obtained upon opening the switch after running _._
o! energy, L'
the sample and the standard amplitude. The equip- _
• ment is calibrated by using a very long solenoid
- _ " u s I0 GeV eroS/g, (8) carrying a known flux uniformly along the path of •"_
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the sample in the coll. The north pole and _e TABLE I. Apollo li samples used in this experi,__nt.
south pole of the solenoid protude out opposite ends
of the coil and superconducting _hieldlng in order Sample NASA Weight Sample NASA Weight
number number (g) number number (g)
that *.hepassage of a monopole he prnperly simu-
lated. The long solenoid is itself calibrated in I Iu002,94 298.0 15 10002, 107 303.0
flux versus current by use of a copper coil of a 2 10002, 87 265.0 16 10002, 106 296.5
known number of turns, outside the superconduct- 3 I0002,8G 286.8 17 I0002,108 294.0
iag ahielding. _. 10002.92 293.2 18 10002, 109 319.0
The current io is equal to the current that a 5 10002, 93 286.2 19 10002, A 301.5
monopole of charge go circulated 1000 times would 6 10002, 89 300.6 20 10002.7A 304.57 10002.90 261.5 21 10002.7B 298.5
have produceo. Therefore, when circulated 400
i10022, 1_ 22 10002, 4B 318.0
times, the minimum cluirge go would have pro- 6 <10023, 1 213.0 23 10002, 4C 297.5
duced a change of + 40% in the vfgn,_l recorded on _10024,3 _ 24 _10002, 5C! 356.0
the scope. A bigger charge would have induced 9 ]0002.88 312.5 110002,4A_
an e"en bigger change. 10 10002, b5 325.8 25 10002, 8B 272.0
A study of the .noise shows that :he standard 11 10002.91 300.4 26 10002.5A 312.0
deviation is roughly eq,ml to the signal produced 12 10002, 96 304.8 27 10002, 5B 316.513 10062, 95 325.8 28 I0_02, 8A 296.5
by a charge go circulated 50 times and was inde- 14 lob02, 97 288.8
pendent of the number of passes N, actually per-
formed by the sample. When ._=400 passes, as
for most of our measurements, the magnetic jus _ before rerunning, the equipment is tested for
charge is measured with an error mMIunctions. In all such cases so far, evidence
of malfunction was found.
6g =-_go- (12)
B. P_esulls
If, on a measurement, the signal is not consis-
tent with a zero magnetic charge, it is either be- The lunar material analyzed in this experiment
cause the equipment is not functioning correctly was divided into 28 samples of approximately
or because a r_nzero charge has been found. In equal weight whose magnetic charges were mesa
the l_.tter case, the effect should be found again sured independewtly. Figure 3 shows the measure°
and again when the measurement is repeated, be- ment of those charges in a sequence that is approx-
cause our measurement does not in any way alter i:nately chronological. Table I lists the samples
the sample ar._lyzed. Whenever g is found not by their NASA reference number and by the num-
zero by a measurement, the sample is rerun, but ber as they appear m Fig. 3. Sample 8 was com-
posed of three rocks. Samples 25 and 78 were
I.O_., , ,.l , , , , l, : , , I ,., , , i , , , , ; ,, , chips between 1 mm and 1 era, and samples 22
-_ o Sinqle tesl and 23 were unsieved fines. The remaining sam-
o _ p_es were sieved fines less than I mm from the, t- @ TWO |e$|s
'.' A Three tests "Bulk Sample" of material returned, weighing
" 0.5 - Six tests 7,0 kg altogether.
=- Each of the samples 1 to 11, 13 to 19, and 26 to
-, V Two tests of 800 posses 28 was run twice, and the value of the magnetic
• charge reported on Fig. 3 is the average of the
. _ c3 • A two measurements. For the average, the error
;. _ 0.0 eee ee •o •O•••e•• V• •••. should be _bout 0.1g o. During that period, for on-
,_ • • ly one sample (sample I0) did the measured meg-
• nette charge differ from zero by more than 2 start-
" "v dard deviations, but for this sample as well as for
_, -0.5 all others of this category, the measurement rep-
"= resents still more than 8 standard deviations from
•-8o, the nearest possible value for g.
Samtde 12 was .-un twice, but after the experi-
ment was _ver, we discovered that the shape of
"_ "l,O i J,,it|J,lltiJllJlmll, ,,[I, ,
5 tO 15 20 25 28 the signal for one of the tests gave clear evidence
of switch bouncing; the corresponding measure-
" Sample number
: merit (-0.3g o) was considered unreliable, and thus
-* FIG. 3. IKagnetlc-.charlle meuuremente disregarded. The _-,lue corresponding to the other
,_ of sa_plm 1 through 28 o/Table I. test is plotted in Fig. 3. It is still 7 standard devi-
l973004175-017
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ations away from any allowed quantized charge. _outh monopoles in our sample is less than 3._
When we were running sample 20, and until we wi_ 95% confidence. This number would have been
ran sample 26, the superconducting switch showed bet_'een 3.0 and 3.3 for unequal north- and south-
signs of fatigue. The noise on the signal was ob- pole densities and would have been 3.0 if we had
viously increased by a factor of about 2. To over- not taken into account the possibility of having non-
come that difficulty, we increased the number of zero equal numbers of south and north poles in the
passes from 400 to 800 per run, ,Jr performed _ample.
more tt,an two runs, to make the average more We consider two main sources of mo_opoles in
accurate. Later on, we could disregard some of the lunar material and treat them _eparately,
those measurements because we discovered the since each may have a different density limit due
symp_m of switch bouncing m the shapes of their to the different natures of the sources. During all
signals. We plotted the average of the remaining the time the samples have been exposed near the
measurements on Fig. 3. Th.ey are all consistent moon's surface at different depths, (a) monopoles
with a magnetic charge of zero. However, the of the primary cosmic radiation would have been
error is difficult to estimate beczuse the noise did slowed down and some of them would have ended
not appear to stay constant and no standard devia- trapped in the samples, and (b) protons of the cos-
tion can be given to it reliably. This remark ap- rnic rays could have produced Igtirs of monopoles
plies to samples 20 to 25 only. in collisions with nccleons of the lunar sample.
= At the thne we were running sample 26, a spare For process (a) the densities of north and south
switch was adjusted and substituted for the origi- poles have obviously been statistically independent.
na! one. The noise level was again about _ of go The maximum density due to that source of mono-
per measurement and constant. For sample 26, pole is obtained by dividing 3.3 by the weight of all
Fig. 3 shows only the value of the magnetic charge samples, 8.3 kg. It is 4×10-4 monopoles/g.
obtained from the measurement with the good For process (b) the creation in pairs causes a .,
switch, potential strong correlation between both densi-
The measured magnetic charges are all com- ties. However, once the poles of a pair were suf-
patible with zero and incompatible with a value ficiently separated, it is unlikely that the mutual
' ±go. If fractional charges were considered as a attraction'between them would have played much '
possibility, then we can state that the charges . of a role, because each of the,._ would rather have
• more than 0.3g o cannot have been present in more been immediately trapped by an atom or a nucle-
:" than one sample or two. us, n4._s or, in any event, been attracted by its
' magnetic image in a ferromagnetic crystal _6closer
to it than the other pole is. Each monopele would
v. DENSITYOF MONOPOLESIN LUNAR have been trapped in the grain where it had stopped.
SAMPLE If a grain were small, it would have captured only
: Once we accept the idea that magnetic charges one of the monopoles of the pair and left the other
,_
are all ,n,:Itiples of go, our experiment demon- pole to another grain. There is a typical grain
s :ates that in all 28 samples, no monopoles were size, d, below which a glair, would have trapped
" present, or the numbers of north poles and of only one monopole. It is of the order of the dis-
south poles were equal. We want to use this re- _ance between the two poles at rest. It depends
suit to set an upper limit on the total density of on the angle between m_nopoles at production, the
monopoles in the lunar sample. We choose to range of each of them, etc. It is hard to estimate
: q,mte the upper limit at 95_ confidence, i.e., the reliably. However, the contribution to it from
'. density for which the probability of getting our multiple scattering can be computed, z° and it rep..
zero-magnetic-charge result is 5%. resents a minimum for the value of d. it should be :
ff the density of north poles and the density of of the order of 1 mm in lunar material, for in-
- south poles are not correlated statistically and stance, for a pair of monopole_ of mass 20 GeV
_" ff the expectation values for both densities are created near threshold.
known, the probability that the magnetic charges We consider that the densities of ncrth and of
of N, equal samples are all zero can be computed, south poles from this process are not correlated
For _ ;, 23, it is less than 5% ff the density of statistically ff the poles of the pair have been ._
north poles and the density of south poles are the trapped in different grains, because it ,_ believed a_ _:,.
same and ff the expected sum of both is more 'Zan that the lunar material has, several time_ in its _
3.3 for the whole volume explored. Therefore, for existence, been thrown out by m_,teo_-Ltlc 1 ,pact ;,
the processes that involve statistically independent and transported over distances of up to 10o km. In :._
: densities of north and south poles, we state that such displacements the mixing shou_l have been so i_
the expectation value for the density of north and thorough that neighboring grains would find them- ju
1973004] 75-0] 8
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selvesfarapart. There isindeedplenty,ofevi- ,oo! i , __
dence thata thorough mixingactuallyd,_occur, _ sot- • v,,o.o.,,s,.,,OlO.f"--
"G 80_ / tfrom analysisofsolar-windparticles,_ from los- • zo • co..,,co..t.,0oIo
siltracksindielectriccrystals,'_andfr°mmea- _ so=! 1
surement of theneutronexposureJ4
.* 50
To compute the limitfor themonopole densiW o; /
due t°pairpr°ducti°nbY incidentc°smic-ray Pr°- "° I -- 1
tons, we used only the 7.0 kg of material called _ zo J
"'sievedfines"and conside_-edthedensitiesof _ ,o j•0 a_O I I
southpolesand northpolestobe uncorrelated, no.o LO 0.o O.Ot O.OOt
That selection corresponds to an arbitrary size Po,,;o. dlo,..1., (,..,)
limit d of Less than 1 mm for the particles in the FIG. 4. Submillimeter-fines size distribution
material used; therefore, of the lunar samples according to Ref. 25.
run, samples 8, 22, 23, 25, and 28 are disregard-
ed. The maximum density is then 4.7x 10 -4 mono- of radiation exposure time, spallation products
p,)les/g for a .c5_ cotffidem:e level, seem the most appropriate for representing expc-
II north and south poles are bell.eyed, after pro- sure of the sample to the high-energy primary
ductl.on and thermalization, to have been separated cosmic-ray flux. The exposure ages are deduced
by a typical distance d less than 1 ram, only the from the measured amount of a given stable spal-
fraction of material smaller than dmm should be lation product and an estimate of its rate of pro-
used inthisanalysis.The curveof Fig.4 repre- ductionbased eitheron themeasured amount ofa
sentsthepercentageby weightofthefinesample radioactivespallationproductofthe same element
with grainsizegreaterthana givendimension.2_ or otherauxilliarymeasurements on thesample. "_I#
I
It can be read to fred what fraction f of our sample Exposure ages measured on small samples of
did not meet the requirements, and therefore the Apollo 11 fines range from 100 million to 1300
• fraction 1 -f by which the aoove density (and con- million years with an average of about 500 million
sequently our cross-section limits on Figs. 6 years. 3° This large spread in measured ages can
and 8) should be divided, be attributed to different histories of burial for
the different samples. For our sample, which is
large, the average exposure age of 500 million
"' Vt. RADIATIONHISTORYOF THE
-" LUNAR SAMPLE years should be quite accurate compared to the
i spread in measured ages of milligram-size sam-
The relations between density and primary men- ples.
opole cosmic fiux on the one hand or between den- Our estimate of the mixing depth L involves (1)
sity and pole pair-production cross section on the estimating the rate of nuclear interactions as a
; other hand depend on the history of the samples, =_ function of depth below the lunar surface due to the
; i.e., at what depths they have been over the years, incident isotropic cosmic radiation, (2) calculat-
We use the same approximation as do the geolo° ing from these interaction rates the average densl-
gists studying the radiation history of the lunar ty of interactions expected after a time equ.aL to _
; soil, 2'.z_ i.e., we imagin_ that its surface has been the age of crystallization, To, if the soil was uni-
: mixed completely and uniformly down to a depth L formly mixed to a depth L, and (3) equa,ng this
, "] during its existence as a solid, density to the density of interactions expected for
We consider only the time for which the sample a sample exposed at the surface of the moon for a
has been a solid because -even if monopolee were time equal to the average exposure age, T,. st
bound to nuclei Is- _ere is no insurance that men- The following assumptions are made:
opoles _topping in a liquid _,edium would not have (a) The collision mean free path is 85.5 g/cm I
drifted and spread into the bulk of the moon. It is in lunar material.
safer to count only on the trapping inside solid (b) The lsotropic cosmic-ray flux of protons
material. The age of crystallization we use is above an energy E has beer. constant in time and
3.6 x 109 years,aT-" isgivenby_= ',
In the simple model of uniform mixing, the depth
L determines the amount of exposure of the sample _(E) = 1.4E "t'*7 particles/cm t sec sr, (13) !
to cosmic radiation and is estimated by matching where E is the kinetic eIJergy in GeV.
the measured exposure age deduced from.spallation (c) At each interaction _e incident particle re-
products. These products are believed to be. pro- tained 60_ of its original energ_ and continued on :.
duced mostly by high-energy cosmic-ray protons in the same direction." i
: of 1 GeV or so. Among all the possible measures (d) The interaction of primary cosmic rays gave
, j
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rise to a secondary flux capable of producing spal- stant N ,Serried by Eq. (9). If north and south men-
lateen products. (This flux is normalized to give opoles present in the primary cosmic radiation are
0.8 interaction per primary interaction at large isotropically distributed and monoenergetic with
depths to match the experimental results for a energT E, the sum, of their fluxes per era= see sr
thick lead target m the atmosphere. _3) is given by
_J) The sample resided on _he surface of the
(density of monol_les)x L (14)
moon for a period of time prior to collection which ,_(E) = =× ((E)x t F crystallizationl '
was long compared to the half-life of the radio-
active spallation product used to determine the where ¢(E) corrects for solid-angle effects for
!, production rate of the stable product. (This time large ranges R;
_. is "0.2 million years for '=Kr, one of the main
isotopes used in determining production rates.) ((E) = ! 1 for R < L
•[ L=/R = for R > L. (15): The resulting estimate of the mixing depth is
proportional to T_,"T_ and amounts to 1000 g/cm=. +t Using the value _ for L and the 95% confidence
Since both the flux limits and cross-section limits limit for the density, we get the upper limit for
• of Sec. VH are proportional to L/Te, it is clear the flux of monopoles in the cosmic rays as a func-
that the errors in these limits are not very sense- teen of E,
tire to the model of uniform mixing but depend 1.1 x 10 -t8
more bee-sly on the measured average exposure ¢(E) < c (E) (16)
age. Our 95_ confidence limits do not take into
account any uncertainty in thc radiation history of ..1 reality, E in Eq. (16) is an average energy of the
the lunar sample; this uncertainty, however, may cosmic monopole, such that c(E) is the average of
well decrease as more measurements are made. the collection efficiencies of the monopoles over t.-
their energy spectrum. The result is plotted in
VII. UPPER UMITS DEDUCED Fig. 5 for different values of N.FROMDENSITIES
'I A. CosmicMonopol¢Flux B. Pait-PtoduclionCro._Section
The efficiency of trapping monopoles depends on The limit for the production cross sections, by
how deeply they penetrated the surface, i.e., on collision of an incident cosmic-ray proton with a
their range R, i.e., on their energy and on the con- nucleon of the lunar surface, is proportional to the
, _ J
iO',44D _-*
• +o, 77+S",.2 t
§ 'o-" t "
..,.. //£ -i_ "+? 0"_- i0-o,= I 0-_* . N _
-- to'el ]
E ),
IO'Z° I l A± i _.L__ l ,. , i l . I l
3
l ' IoZ IO4 Io6 IO" io'° io'= _"
: ---,, Monopole kineticenergy (GeV)
?
FIG. 5. Upper limit 015_ confidence level) on the flux of cosmic monopolee of a given snet'_D,se st function of that ';_,
energy. The dependen._e on the imrameter N defined by Bq, (9) ofthe text Is Illustrated by the curves forN =1, ,, and I&
I i0. :_
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_,o F
t O-z! ,_
,o_e -t
1 ' i I °
' | 0 _00 IC,O0 I0,000
D Monopole m_ss (GeV/cZl
FIG. 6. Ulcer limit (95',_,corfldence level) on monol_le _lr-productlon cross section in proton-nueloon collisions _s
a function of assumed mouopole mass. The dependence on the parameter?,' defined by Eq. (9) of the text is Illustrated
• LT thecurves ferN =1, 4, an¢;20.
limit for the density oi monopoles in the sample, equal to d.
with. a factor of proportionality that we derive from Because of our accuracy in the measurement of
a Monte Carlo computation. 34 Much of this compu- the magnetic charge, our flux and our cross-see-
, ration depends on the same parameters as the mix- don limits are valid for any monopole of charge
ing depth L in _uch a way that, because of cancel- equal to or larger than go. Those Limits are still
L_.ion effects, much of the erl'or in their determin- of the same order of magnitude if the monop31e
ation has little influence on the final result, charge is smaller than go but not lower than 0.3g o.
M that computation, proton interactions are aim-
" ' ulated with the properties hsted from (a) to (c) in viii. RESULTSOBTAINEDWITHOTHERMATERIALS
Sec. VI1A. We neglect mm-opole production by the
secondary flux [condition (d) in Sec. VIIA], there- Our monopole detector was used also to measu, a,
fore we compute an upper limit slightly greater the magnetic charge of other materials. The total
than the real one. In addition, we assume (a) the mass of materials measured in our detector, in-
. cross section a for each mass M assumed for the cluding the containers used for lunar material,
monopoles of a pair is constant above thr_,shold weighed about 28 kg. Our negative result sets an
." and zero below it; (b) the produced monopoles upper limit of 2 x 10 "=' monopoles/uucleon with
" were emitted in the same direction as the incident 95% confidence for the average density of mono- I
proton, with the same velocity as the original nu- poles in all those samp. _.s, i.e., for the average
cleon-nucleon system, and wtg= range given by density of monopoles in matter.
Eq. (10). The nonlunar materials were measured with a
The limit for the cross section _ for 95% confi- number of passes N_ greater.than 2000, therefore
dence level is plotted on Fig. 6 as a function of the with an accuracy
mass M, for different values of the constant N of
_" Eq. (10). If the distance between two monopolee of 6g<go/40. (17)
a pair is believed to have been typically equal to a The goal was to detect possible mcnopoles of
value d less than 0.1 cm. then the cross sections charge go 3, following reports that there could be
: should be increased by the factor 1/(1 -f), where charges of that magnitude (see Ref. 35, for in- '
f is the factor read on Fig. 4 for the abscissa stance).
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2.4kg ofocean sediment ofthekindanalyzedin IX.STATUS OF MONOPOLE SEARCH
an earlierexperimenP and an emulsion contain-
; inga suspecttrack,exposed inthe same experi- Our search has not identlfieda magnetic mono-
ment, were available.The ocean sedimentwas pole,and no otherexperimenthas foundone eith-
run as eightdifferentsamples withNp=2000, and er• All measurements thusgiveonly upper limits
• theemulsion withNp=4000. All magnetic charges for monopole densiW invariouslocations.Figure
were foundconsistentwithzero and inconsistent 7 shows some 95% corJidencelimitsfor the sum of
" withchargegJ3 by more than10 standardclevis- theprimary fluxesofnorthand southmonopoles in
lions.R shouldbe pointedout,however, thatthe cosmic radiationas a functionofthe monopole
; ocean sediment and theemulsion had been exposed kineticenergy as theyare determined by some of
.....
,_ to the very high magnetic fields used in the pre- the monopole searches, ss'37-61 Figure 8 shows
:" vious experiment, and our measurement is mean- some 95% confidence limits obtained for production
.: ingfulonlyifmonopoles are supposed tobe bound cross sectioninproton-nucleoncollisionsas a
; so strongly to the material that they would have function of the mass of the assumed mono-
escaped extraction in the strong field, pole.3S. _7-_9.42-_ More results about monopoles
Portions of various meteorites 3° were also avail- have been reported than are shown on Figs. 7
able and were run through our detector, with Np and 8. Some former work can be found in a recent
? =2000. Again the magnetic chargeswere found reviewarticle._6 Limitsfor polepa_.r-production
i compatiblewith zero _,,-.dincompatiblewithc'mrge cross sectionsby neutrinos47 and _ raysg'sT.3s
gJ3 by more than 10 standard deviations. The have been published• Mass- and charge-dependent
totalweightanalyzedwas about2 kg. upper limitsforcosmic monopole fluxmore re-
Various materialssuch as targetsexposedtothe strictivethanthoseofFig.7 have been ¢stimated
Brookhaven AGS acceleratorand s_me geological from reasonableassumptions concerningthebe- t._
samples were measured withN,=2000; the sazx,e haviorof monopoles inspace.4_ Monopoles have r
zero resultswere obtained.A permanent magnet been searched for by s_dying Cerenkov lightemit-
with a northand a southpoleofcharge 10s emu ted by sea-levelminimum-ionlzing cosmic-ray
and itskeeper were run withNp= I00. The mea- particles.Cs
_" surement shows that the north and the south pole In d'.fferent experiments different properties have
; of that magnet were equal, at least to 1 part in been assumed for the monopole. They must be
5)<10_°. believedifthe resultingupper limitistobe be-
'" _ I I I I I I '_ I ] ] ]
_, oy_ I0"1_I";'M F" \ Infegrol energy
IO-i3L: _ \ spectrum of cosmic
, E_ I D
1514
" _ i _ iO'/
le 16_s
'_ "17
• _ iO C! °
" = idm A
,,-_ .... '--------------B
; ._ idacE
' ¢_ I0 e I0 _ I0 s I0 e I0 =o
Monopole kinetic energy (GeV) i
FIG. 7. Upper limit (95_ confidence level) on the flux of cosmic monopoles as determined in various monopole
searches. A from this work; B from Ref. 35; C from Ref. 39; D from Ref. 38; E from Ref, 37; F from Ref. 40. "_
The flux of cosmio-ray protons above an emerE3,£ as given by Eq. (13) of the text is shown for comparison; for this ._
ourve the oosmio-ray kinetic enerEy £ is read on the monopole kinetio-energ7 scale. '_
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-----T-- --_ 3. Thermahzation. Monopoles are supposed to
lose energy in matter by some mechanism such as
ionization and be slowed from high velocity down
t, to very low velocities,
:'Z [ 4. Afigration. After thermahzation the moao-
O -1, L- Is "z poles are supposed to move from the point of ther-
2 _ | realization through gases cr liquids to a collector
K _.'10"4
, _, [ by some mechanism such _ following magneticIo_6 _ field lines.
_"_ I ._ .- ] o. Trappozg. After slowing down and Ferhaps "
_ Io-*-_- ; t migrating scmewhere, the monopoles are supposed
= _5; I , to be trapped in ferromagnetic or paramagnetic
4E
io-'°_-_ materials by a magnetic binding energy.
t6,2_/. _ 6. No bindin/¢ to atoms or nuclei. Monopoles are
-_ k_''" T _ ] supposed not tc_b bound to atoms or nuclei in
) Jo los _ooo nonferromagnetic material.
._o,o_le moss (Gev/c_) 7. Extraction. Monopoles trapped in a material
; are supposed to be wrenched out of the material by
FIG. 8. Upper limit (95%confidence lorel) on mono- large magnetic fields.
pole pair-production cross section in proto_.-nucleon col- 8. Track signature. Monopoles are supposed toltsh, ns as deterr:_ined in varmus monopole taearches. A
from tiffs work_ B from ReL qS; C from Ref. 39; D leave characteristic tracks in emulsion or crystals
from Ref. 38; E from Ref. 45; F from Ref. 37; G from due to their high rate of energy loss; they would
Ref. 4 l; H frotz Rot. 42; 1 from Ref. 43. not have been detected unless they produced a veery
heart track. _J_
9. Scintill'tion signature. Large light pulses are
lieved. In order to illustrate the different kinds of required from mouopoles traversing scintillators
experiments that have been done, some of the in order for the monopoles to be detected. ,
assumptions involved are listed below. _The list 10. North-pole-south-pole separation. North i
' is not claimed to be exhaustive.) and south poles are supposed to be substantially ,_
1. Electromagnetic induction and source of)nag- separated for kinematical reasons after pair pro-
netic .field. The two phenomena are bound together duction and alter slowing down in matter, without
by Lorentz invarianee, They constitute a definition the lrtlluenee of an external magnetic field.
of the monopole. 11. lncidenl cosmic-ray nucleon flux. When-
2. Accelc ration in magnetic fields. There is a ever pair produetmn by cosmic-ray nucleons Is
force en the mf,oopole proportional to the value of involved, some assumptions have been made on
. the magnetic fie)d.That propertycouldbe consid- theirpower spectrum. These assumptions may
ered as an alternativedefinitionofthe monopole, concern longeror shorterperiodsoftime, depend-
TABLE If.Experimentsdeterminingllnfltsforcosmicmonopoleflux,
' ' ' Roference )
" This
,' A_sumed property 35 37 38 39 40 41 work
F;lectromagnetic induction
• _ or source of magnetic flux z
AccelerationI magnetic'field x x x x x
: Thermallzarlon x x x x x
Migration x x x
Trapping x x x x
No binding to atoms or nuclei x
Extractlor, x x x
Track sig_aturo x x x
Scintillationsig ature x v
Interstellar onvtronmsnt x
Charge range(Dlrao units) 0.16-27 1-3 1-30 _'2 - _'I _'0.,I
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irk: on the experiment, theory itself.
12. Interstellar environment. Some consequen-
ces rely on assumptions concerning the configura- X. CONCLUSION
tion and the magnitade of the magnetic fiel_ in Monopoles may not exist. The monopole theory
• space and the ambient thermal, radiation, as expressed in Refs. 2, 4, 5, and 7 could actually
13. The asymmetry ,_f magnetic charge. Mono- be disproved experimentally if a small difference
_( poles are supposed to be mainly of a given sign. were found between the magnitude of the electron
The question of which experiment depends on and the proton electric charges, because it would
.. which propertycan be ans#ered by readingthe
requirean enormous increaseintheunitofmag-
._:' originalpapers, A partialanswer isgiven,tothe neticchargequantizationaccordingtothosethe-
,_[[. best of our objectivity, in Tables H to IV: in ories. Since experiment 4 limits that difference to
"_ Table 1I for some experiments 35'3_'_1 determining less than 10 -2° times the electron charge, any pos-
..- limitson thecosmic-ray monopole flux,inTable sibledifferen,_ewould correspondto minimum
HI for experimentsdeterminingpair-production magnetic charges'experiencingforcesofmore
: cross-section limits, ss'37-s°'_'_ and in Table IV, than 3009 tons in a magnetic field oi 1 G. If such
,, for experim_.nts _' "' 3o._o that set limits on density a difference were ever found, it would certainly be
of magnetic uonopoles in ordinary matter. The interpreted as a violation of charge quanti_,tion
" limit obtained per nucleon, with the Dirac charge and hence as a disproof of the theories referred to
assumed forthemonopole, appears inTable IV. above.
Ineach table,thereisa column correspondingto However, monopoles may justhave been tricky
each experiment (identified by the reference re- enough to elude all searches to date. According q_.__
porting it). An x in the row corresponding to an to a recent analysis, s° the cross section might be
assumed property indicates that it was used in that very low for producing pairs of monopoles that
experiment; a v indicates that the assumption con- would remain separated. It would be necessary to
cerns only part of the experiment. Also indicated have longer exposure to high-energy particles to
. is the range of monopole charge covered (when be able to isolate a magnetic monopole.
,_ specified by the authors). The assumptions quoted
:., for each experiment are the ones that have been ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
-" quoted by the authors themselves.
_ The main feature of our e.xperiment is that the We gratefully acknowledge informative discus°
_'° only properties assumed for the monopoles, aside sions with G. Wasserburg and J, A='nold concerningy
' = from their production, stem from their electro- the history of our lunar samples. We thank H. H.
magnetic interactions at ranges of 1000 It or more. Kolm for providing some of the ocean sediment
"' The other assumptions necessary for the tnterpre- and an emulsion used in the experiment of Ref. 35,
•., iation concern essentially the radiation history of and E. A. King and B. R. Simoneit for supplying
,, the moon and are independent of the monopole our meteorite samples.
TABLE m. Experiments determini,g limits for cross section for pair production by protons. -
._. Reference
.= This
,
-_ Assumed property 35 37 38 39 42 43 4_ 45 work
,_ Elsvtromqrnetlc Induction
' _'_ or source of magnetic flux x _
y, Acceleration in magnetic field _ x x x x x x x
._ Thermallzatlon x z x z z x x x
i Mlgration x x x x z
_ Trapping x x x x X x
No binding to stems or n_clsl x"
ExtracUon x x x x x
Treck signature x _ x x v x
Scintillation s/_mture x v v x
: North-scuth separation z
Cosmic-ray flux x z x x x z
Charge range(Dlraeunits) O,I_;-_'Z 1-3 1-,t0 1-2 1 -_0.3 :_l_
,I
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TABLE IV. Fn_perlmentsdeterm_inglimitsfordensityinordinarymatter.
R_fer_nce
Assumed properlT 6 35• 39 49 Thiswork
Electromagneticnduction
\ or so_rceof magT_ticflux x x x
Acceleration Jn magnetic field x x
No bindingtoatoms ornuclei x
Extraction x x
Track signature x
ScintlllatloDsignature x
Asymmr, try of charge x
Charge range (Dirac units) >10"z 0.16-27 unlimited >0.3
Limitfoundinmon_pole/nucleon 10-z4 2x10-so 5x 10-28 7x10-82 2x10"2s
a For the value of the density we ha_e used thc largest mass mentioned irt _is paper.
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